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Tuesday, 21 September 2021

Dear Parent/Carer,
This year we are keen to improve pupils writing after so much time learning remotely and part of this is
focusing on spelling. This letter offers suggestions of how you can support your child to become a better
speller.
The second part of this letter is a list of Year 5/6 spelling words which pupils should know the meaning of
and how to spell correctly. These are commonly used words and are in addition to the weekly spelling rule
pupils will learn in school. A list of Autumn 1 spelling rules, along with some example words are on page 3.
Spelling tests are carried out every Monday and pupils will take their test home so you can help them
practice the rule and the words they spelled incorrectly. While reviewing these spelling rules and related
words, choose 3 words that your child is having difficulty learning from the list on page 2 and practice
them.
Pupils will record new spellings in a notebook, so words can be practiced easily and frequently. To support
your child further, you may like to:
• Stick words they find tricky to spell around your house.
• Highlight the part of the word that is tricky for your child - This will improve your child’s ability to
spell the word correctly because the more times they see and hear the word, the more likely they
are to remember it.
• For words with silent letters ('n' in government), write the letter bigger than the other letters to
help your child remember it.
• Draw around the word to help remember how many tall, short letters and letters.
• Choose a root word from the weekly spelling list and create a word map by adding suffixes and
prefixes. For example, root word ‘sign’ = design, signature, consign, signal…
• Say a sentence omitting a word. Ask your child to say and spell the missing word.
• Choose a rule to practice and play hangman with words that follow that rule.
As always, thank you for your continued support with your child’s learning. If you have any questions
please do not hesitate to come and talk to us.
Warm regards,

Usma and Mel
Year 5
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Word list – years 5 and 6
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Weekly Rules
Week
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Rule

Words

If the root word ends in “y” preceded by a consonant, babies, memories,
change the “y” to “i" and add “es” to make the plural stories, boys, enjoys,
journeys
If the word ends in vowel+o you add -s for plural
videos, photos, pianos,
logos, potatoes, heroes,
If the word ends consonant+o you add -es for plural
tomatoes, dominoes,
echoes, volcanoes
If a word ends in –ch, -sh, -x or -s you need to add –es watches, boxes,
to the end.
businesses, dishes,
matches, churches
Words ending in -cious
Vicious, precious,
conscious, delicious,
malicious, suspicious
Recap words that are commonly misspelt from the
term
words ending in –tious
Nutritious,
infectious,
fictitious,
cautious,
ambitious
Homophones and near homophones
allowed/aloud
serial/cereal
Each of two or more words having the same practise/practice
pronunciation but different meanings, origins, or stationary/stationery
spelling, for example new and knew.
Review

